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Abstract: To reduce the damage caused by road accidents, researchers have applied different
techniques to explore correlated factors and develop efficient prediction models. The main purpose
of this study is to use one statistical and two nonparametric data mining techniques, namely, logistic
regression (LR), classification and regression tree (CART), and random forest (RF), to compare their
prediction capability, identify the significant variables (identified by LR) and important variables
(identified by CART or RF) that are strongly correlated with road accident severity, and distinguish
the variables that have significant positive influence on prediction performance. In this study,
three prediction performance evaluation measures, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, are used to
find the best integrated method which consists of the most effective prediction model and the input
variables that have higher positive influence on accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.
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1. Introduction

Since road accidents occur frequently and result in property damage, injury, and even death,
all of which impose a high cost on society, researchers have explored the correlated factors and built
prediction models by utilizing different research techniques, so as to propose appropriate measures
for prevention. The statistical model of logistic regression (LR) has been the most popular technique
in accident severity research in the past, because the relationship between accidents and correlated
factors can be clearly identified [1]. LR provides information on the parameter estimates and their
standard errors, along with some notion of their significance and some interpretation of the model
through odds ratios and their confidence intervals [2]. For instance, Kim et al. [3] developed a logistic
model to explain the likelihood of motorists being at fault in collisions with cyclists. Al-Ghamdi [4]
used logistic regression to estimate the relationship between correlated factors and accident severity.
Besliu-Ionescu et al. [5] and Zhu et al. [6] discussed the prediction performance of logistic regression.
However, the above-mentioned research lacks the discussion of how significant variables influence the
prediction performance.

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in employing the nonparametric classification
and regression tree (CART) technique to analyze transportation-related problems, for instance for
modeling travel demand [7], driver behavior [8], and traffic accident analysis [9–18]. Furthermore,
CART has been shown to be a powerful tool, especially in dealing with prediction and classification
problems [19,20]. CART uses a nonparametric procedure to build a graphical model that provides
information on parameter values, such as important variables, but provides no notion of their
significance [2]. Harb et al. [21] explored the important factors associated with crash avoidance
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maneuvers. However, the above-mentioned research seems to lack further discussion of how important
variables influence the prediction performance.

Random forest (RF), which is an ensemble of individual trees (600 trees in this study) developed by
the CART algorithm, is a powerful ensemble-learning method proposed by Breiman [22]. An aggregate
prediction achieves better accuracy than any one of the constituent trees. RF in particularly, and the
multiple-predictor approach in general, tend to be the most accurate classification and regression
techniques currently at the disposal of data scientists [22,23]. Furthermore, RF is a relatively new
technique for exploring the importance ranking of variables [24,25]. Recent works in transportation by
Abdel-Aty et al. [26] employed the random forests algorithm to decide the variables of importance.
Speiser et al. [27] compared the RF based variable selection methods for classification. However,
the above-mentioned research seems to lack further discussion of how important variables influence
the prediction performance.

Regarding the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables (severity in
this study) in each model, LR can illustrate the significance of each variable, while CART and RF can
reveal variable importance rankings. Due to the nature of the CART and RF modeling procedures,
significance and p-values cannot be explicitly determined as in the logistic regression models. It can
be regarded, however, as an implicit part of the modeling process, where cross-validation for CART
models and RF models acts as a surrogate for selecting sets of significant variables in the model.
The variable importance rankings can also act as a surrogate for significance [2]. Base on the above
statement, comparing influences of significant variables and important variables on the prediction
performance is an issue worth studying.

After randomly dividing sample data into training and validation datasets, LR, CART and RF
can demonstrate their prediction performance, including accuracy, sensitivity and specificity [28–32],
and can identify significant variables (identified by LR) and important ones (identified by CART or RF),
respectively. In previous studies, the comparison of prediction capability of LR with CART [29] and
CART with RF [30] were conducted. Prediction capability was recognized as the important strength
of CART and RF [19,20,22,23], and RF was the most effective prediction method [22,23]. This paper
further compares the prediction performance of LR, CART and RF simultaneously, and the influence of
significant variables and important variables on accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. It then explores
the most suitable integrated method, and selects suitable input variables for classifying road accident
severity. Provided that less input variables are used for classifying the severity of road accidents,
the cost of data collection may be reduced.

2. Modeling Methods and Data

2.1. Modeling Methods

In this study, accident severity analysis is performed by using IBM Modeler 18.0 software, which
can run several models including LR, CART, and RF. In LR, the logit is the natural logarithm of the
odds or the likelihood ratio that the dependent variable is 1 (serious accident) as opposed to 0 (minor
accident). The probability p of a serious accident is given by

Y = logit = ln
( P

1− P

)
= βX (1)

where Y is the dependent variable (accident severity; Y = 1, if severity is serious; Y = 0, if severity is
minor), β is a vector of parameters to be estimated, and X is a vector of independent variables [33].
The methodology of CART, which is outlined extensively by Breiman et al. [34], and the building of
a CART model mainly consist of three steps: (1) tree growing; (2) tree pruning; and (3) selecting an
optimal tree from the pruned trees [1]. The random forest algorithm was developed by Breiman [22].
With respect to the algorithm of the RF method, if RF builds N trees (600 trees in this study), then the
algorithm of each N iterations consists of four steps: (1) selection of training data using the bootstrap
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method; (2) growing the tree fully; (3) attribute selection randomly; and (4) overall prediction based on
majority vote (classification) from all individually trained trees [35].

In each analysis employing LR, CART and RF, the accident data are randomly divided into two
groups, a training data set and validation data set, with a specific ratio (70/30 in this study) [28].
The larger dataset (training dataset) is used for training the three models, while the smaller dataset
(validation dataset) is used for model validation.

Based on the p-values of the t-tests, the significance of each variable is one of the outputs estimated
by LR. The significance represents the degree of influence of each variable on accident severity. In other
words, significant variables (p-value < 0.05 in this study) will influence accident severity in an obvious
manner. A measure of variable importance given by CART can be obtained by observing the drop in the
error rate when another variable is used instead of the primary split. In general, the more frequently a
variable appears as a primary or surrogate split, the higher the importance score assigned [2]. Variable
importance scores for RF can be computed by measuring the increase in prediction error if the values of
a variable under question are permuted across the out-of-bag observations. This score is computed for
each constituent tree, averaged across the entire ensemble, and divided by the standard deviation [36].

2.2. Evaluation of Prediction Performance

The purpose of this study focuses on exploring an integrated method for promoting prediction
performance of models and reducing the cost of collecting data by comparing the prediction performance
of LR, CART and RF with input of different groups of factor variables. There are three evaluation
measures of prediction performance in this study, namely, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.

Accuracy measures the proportion of actual positives plus actual negatives that are correctly
identified in validation subset. Sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positives that are correctly
identified. Specificity measures the proportion of actual negatives that are correctly identified. Accuracy
pursues the entire collection of classification. Sensitivity quantifies the avoiding of false negatives
(positives wrongly classified as negatives), and specificity does the same for false positives (negatives
wrongly classified as positives).

In this study, serious accidents are set as positives, and minor accidents are set as negatives.
Mathematically, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the test can respectively be written as:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(2)

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

Speci f icity =
TN

TN + FP
(4)

where TP (true positive) and TN (true negative) are the numbers of accidents that are correctly
classified, and FP (false positive) and FN (false negative) are the numbers of accidents incorrectly
classified [28–31].

2.3. Data

2.3.1. Selecting Target Data

On Taiwan’s highways, each road accident is recorded in detail by the police with digitized
information. The recorded information includes accident severity (fatal, injury, and property damage
only), and several correlated factors (individual and environmental attributes). For the purpose of
exploring the correlated factors and building efficient prediction models, this study selects 18 target
data points from each accident drawn from Taiwan’s highway traffic accident investigation reports
for the years 2015 to 2019, including severity and 17 correlated factors [33,37]. To ensure that the
result of the LR model is not affected by multicollinearity of variables, the data of 17 initial factors are
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checked for multicollinearity by the Spearman analysis method of SPSS software. It is found that the
absolute value of the Spearman correlation coefficient between a couple of variables, “major cause”
and “collision type”, and between another couple of variables, “weather condition” and “surface
condition”, are both higher than 0.3; thus, the variables in the above two pairs are moderately or
strongly correlated respectively. Finally, the “major cause” and “weather condition” are retained for
analysis, and “collision type” and “surface condition” are deleted, then the variables of severity and 15
correlated factors are input into the following models for analysis. In addition, the multicollinearity
metric is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Metric of multicollinearity of 15 correlated variables. GEN: driver gender; AGE: driver age;
ALC: alcohol use; LIC: license; VEH: vehicle type; DRI: driver occupation; JOU: journey purpose; ACT:
action; MAJ: major cause; WEA: weather condition; LIG: light condition; OBS: obstacle; CRA: crash
position; LOC: location; SPE: speed limit.

GEN AGE ALC LIC VEH DRI JOU ACT MAJ WEA LIG OBS CRA LOC SPE

GEN 1 −0.064 −0.057 −0.009 0.061 0.120 0.074 0.009 0.051 −0.006 −0.016 −0.014 −0.004 −0.010 −0.062

AGE −0.064 1 −0.021 −0.033 −0.044 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.021 −0.025 −0.075 −0.004 0.018 0.028 0.059

ALC −0.057 −0.021 1 0.219 0.065 0.047 0.100 0.011 0.034 −0.032 0.189 −0.010 0.043 0.034 0.003

LIC −0.009 −0.033 0.219 1 0.105 0.039 0.058 0.033 0.028 −0.005 0.089 −0.006 0.065 0.008 −0.015

VEH 0.061 −0.044 0.065 0.105 1 0.176 0.103 0.032 0.087 0.020 0.009 −0.028 0.056 −0.011 −0.086

DRI 0.120 0.012 0.047 0.039 0.176 1 0.288 0.041 0.055 0.011 0.025 −0.020 0.010 0.006 −0.077

JOU 0.074 0.010 0.100 0.058 0.103 0.288 1 0.044 0.059 −0.004 0.079 −0.030 −0.004 0.002 −0.066

ACT 0.009 0.007 0.011 0.033 0.032 0.041 0.044 1 0.013 −0.026 0.034 0.013 0.105 0.073 0.039

MAJ 0.051 0.021 0.034 0.028 0.087 0.055 0.059 0.013 1 0.107 0.020 0.059 0.186 0.125 −0.122

WEA −0.006 −0.025 −0.032 −0.005 0.020 0.011 −0.004 −0.026 0.107 1 0.026 0.002 −0.035 0.015 −0.092

LIG −0.016 −0.075 0.189 0.089 0.009 0.025 0.079 0.034 0.020 0.026 1 0.028 −0.011 −0.058 −0.105

OBS −0.014 −0.004 −0.010 −0.006 −0.028 −0.020 −0.030 0.013 0.059 0.002 0.028 1 0.031 −0.027 −0.034

CRA −0.004 0.018 0.043 0.065 0.056 0.010 −0.004 0.105 0.186 −0.035 −0.011 0.031 1 0.047 −0.043

LOC −0.010 0.028 0.034 0.008 −0.011 0.006 0.002 0.073 0.125 0.015 −0.058 −0.027 0.047 1 0.289

SPE −0.062 0.059 0.003 −0.015 −0.086 −0.077 −0.066 0.039 −0.122 −0.092 −0.105 −0.034 −0.043 0.289 1

2.3.2. Preprocessing Data

Each variable among the above-mentioned data points is discrete (categorical) except for the
variable “driver age”, which is then discretized into reasonable intervals. In the initial road accident
records, the categories of road accident severity include fatality, injury and property damage. A road
accident may consist of one severity category or multiple severity categories. In this study, if a road
accident includes fatality, its severity is classified as fatality initially. If a road accident includes injury
but no fatality, its severity is classified as injury initially. If a road accident includes property damage
but no fatality or injury, its severity is classified as property damage only initially. To overcome
the small number of observations of fatal accidents, which may lead to unreasonable analytical
results, both fatality (344 cases) and injury accidents (4392 cases) are grouped into “serious accidents”
(4736 cases); accidents with property damage only are categorized as “minor accidents” [37]. Then,
to ensure a balance of accident amounts between different classifications of severity, 4736 minor
accidents are sampled at random, in order to match the number of serious accidents. Therefore, in this
study, the road accident severity is categorized into two classes, including “serious accidents” (fatality
and injury) and “minor accidents” (property damage only). Moreover, the classifications of some other
variables are similarly appropriately merged.

After discretization, grouping and screening, the 16 variables (target data) are briefly described
and preliminary summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of accident data.

Variable Value
Total Number of Accidents = 9472

Count Percent (%)

Dependent variable:

Accident severity 1. serious accident 4736 50
2. minor accident 4736 50

Independent
variable:

Driver gender 1. male 8180 86.4
2. female 1292 13.6

Driver age

1. under 30 years old 3121 32.9
2. 30–39 years old 2853 30.1
3. 40–49 years old 2170 22.9
4. 50–65 years old 1201 12.7
5. above 65 years old 127 1.3

Alcohol use
1. nondrunken driving 8164 86.2
2. drunken driving 1016 10.7
3. unknown 292 3.1

License
1. with license 9016 95.2
2. without license 407 4.3
3. unknown 49 0.5

Vehicle type

1. bus 286 3.0
2. heavy truck or tractor-trailer 1520 16.0
3. passenger car 5859 61.9
4. light truck 1688 17.8
5. motorcycle or bicycle 119 1.3

Driver occupation

1. in job 6575 69.2
2. student 202 2.1
3. jobless 547 5.8
4. unknown 2148 22.7

Journey purpose

1. commuting trip 1301 13.7
2. business trip 446 4.7
3. transportation activity 1487 16.2
4. visiting, shopping or touring trip 939 9.7
5. others 5299 55.9

Action

1. forward 6876 72.6
2. leftward lane change 655 6.9
3. rightward lane change 831 8.8
4. overtaking 22 0.2
5. abrupt deceleration 590 6.2
6. others 498 5.3

Major cause

1. improper lane change 986 10.2
2. speeding 189 2.0
3. failure to keep a safe distance 4002 42.3
4. driving disability 877 9.3
5. failure to pay attention to the front 645 6.8
6. brake failure or tire puncture 613 6.5
7. reverse driving a 35 0.4
8. others 2125 22.4

Weather condition
1. sunny 6643 70.1
2. cloudy 836 8.8
3. rainy, stormy or foggy 1993 21.0
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Table 2. Cont.

Variable Value
Total Number of Accidents = 9472

Count Percent (%)

Light condition

1. daytime 5340 56.4
2. dawn or dusk 279 2.9
3. nighttime with illumination 2372 25.0
4. nighttime without illumination 1481 15.6

Obstacle

1. none 9037 95.4
2. work zone 272 2.9
3. broken down vehicle on road 61 0.6
4. others 102 1.1

Crash position

1. car front 5233 55.2
2. car rear 212 2.2
3. car right side 1870 19.7
4. car left side 1868 19.7
5. others 289 3.1

Location

1. traffic lane 7002 73.9
2. ramp 1229 13.0
3. acceleration and deceleration lane 222 2.3
4. shoulder 489 5.2
5. others 530 5.6

Speed limit

1. 110 km/h 2186 23.1
2. 100 km/h 4054 42.8
3. 90–70 km/h 1367 14.4
4. 60–40 km/h 1865 19.7

Note: a Reverse driving in this paper indicates driving in the direction opposite to the flow of traffic.

3. Results

After running several models of LR, CART, and RF by using IBM Modeler 18.0 software, the results
of exploring significant variables identified by LR and important variables identified by CART or
RF are illustrated in Section 3.1. In this study, 15 original variables and 10 to 4 significant variables
identified by LR and 10 to 4 important variables identified by CART or RF (total 22 sets of variables) are
input into LR, CART and RF models, respectively, for comparisons. In Section 3.2, accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of each set of variables are summarized for comparing the results of classification by
using LR, CART, and RF. Section 3.3 presents the comparisons in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity. Moreover, the odds ratios of LR with the 15 original variables are presented in Section 3.4.
The odds ratio reveals the relative correlation of each value of a given variable with the specific road
accident severity. The rules generated CART with the 15 original variables are presented in Section 3.5.
Rules of CART indicate the relationships between variables and road accident severity.

3.1. Significant and Important Variables

After conducting LR, CART and RF with input of the 15 original factor variables using the whole
dataset, ten significant variables are identified by LR and two groups of ten important variables are
identified by CART or RF respectively, as listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparisons between significant variables and important variables. LR: logistic regression;
CART: classification and regression tree; RF: and random forest.

Significant Variables by LR Important Variables by CART Important Variables by RF

Variable p-Value Variable Importance Score Variable Importance Score

Major cause 0.000 Major cause 0.61 Driver age 21.15
Vehicle type 0.000 Alcohol use 0.06 Major cause 15.10
Speed limit 0.000 Location 0.05 Journey purpose 14.25
Alcohol use 0.000 Speed limit 0.04 Crash position 12.20

Crash position 0.000 Crash position 0.03 Light condition 11.35
License 0.000 Vehicle type 0.03 Vehicle type 10.65

Journey purpose 0.000 Obstacle 0.03 Action 10.50
Light condition 0.000 License 0.03 Location 9.85

Location 0.000 Driver occupation 0.03 Weather condition 9.50
Action 0.001 Journey purpose 0.03 Speed limit 8.80

3.2. Comprehensive Comparison of Prediction Performance of LR, CART and RF

3.2.1. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity of LR, CART and RF with Input of the 15 Original Variables

By running LR, CART and RF models with input of the 15 original variables, accuracy of validation
datasets of those models are obtained. The results indicate that the three models with input of the 15
original variables exhibit reasonably good performance (see Table 4), and the model developed by RF
(73.38%) has higher accuracy than LR (73.07%) and CART (72.65%). In addition, the specificity of RF
(72.95%) is higher than CART (72.43%) and LR (71.79%), while the sensitivity of LR (74.48%) is higher
than RF (73.82%) and CART (72.87%).

Table 4. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of the 15 original variables.

Input Variables LR (%) CART (%) RF (%)

15 original variables
Accuracy 73.07 72.65 73.38
Sensitivity 74.48 72.87 73.82
Specificity 71.79 72.43 72.95

3.2.2. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity of LR, CART and RF with Input of Significant Variables
Identified by LR

Furthermore, the accuracy of validation datasets of the LR, CART and RF models when the 15
original variables are replaced by 7 groups of significant variables identified by LR and the most
significant 4 to 10 are kept is illustrated in Table 5 and Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Accuracy of LR, CART and RF with input of significant variables identified by LR.
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Table 5. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of significant variables
identified by LR.

Input Variables LR (%) CART (%) RF (%)

15 original variables
Accuracy 73.07 72.65 73.38
Sensitivity 74.48 72.87 73.82
Specificity 71.79 72.43 72.95

10 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 73.07 72.65 74.11
Sensitivity 74.67 72.87 73.97
Specificity 71.65 72.44 74.26

9 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 72.93 72.65 74.43
Sensitivity 74.59 72.82 75.60
Specificity 71.47 72.44 73.35

8 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 72.82 72.9 73.84
Sensitivity 73.92 71.52 74.26
Specificity 71.19 74.50 73.42

7 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 72.52 72.62 73.56
Sensitivity 73.87 71.42 73.85
Specificity 71.30 73.98 73.27

6 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 72.45 72.62 74.32
Sensitivity 73.62 71.42 74.18
Specificity 71.37 73.98 74.47

5 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 72.24 72.62 74.32
Sensitivity 74.27 71.42 74.18
Specificity 71.00 73.98 74.47

4 significant variables by LR
Accuracy 71.72 72.13 73.07
Sensitivity 73.04 70.80 72.97
Specificity 70.52 73.67 73.17

As shown in Table 5 and Figure 1, when the number of input variables decreases from 15 to 10,
the accuracy of the LR and CART is unchanged and that of RF increases. Furthermore, when the
number of input significant variables decreases from 10 to 5, the accuracy of each RF is higher than that
with input of the 15 original variables—the accuracy (74.43%) of RF with input of 9 significant variables
identified by LR is the highest accuracy in this study. This means that using only significant variables
helps by omitting the noise variables, and retains the accuracy of the LR and CART models, while
improving the accuracy of RF. On the other hand, it also reduces the considerable cost of collecting
accident data, that is, by collecting data on ten or even only five significant variables. In addition,
it is shown that the accuracy of RF is always higher than LR and CART when inputting any group of
significant variables.

Concerning sensitivity, it is noted in Table 5 and Figure 2 that the sensitivity of RF with input
of only 5 to 10 significant variables identified by LR is higher than that with input of the 15 original
variables; the sensitivity (75.6%) of RF with input of 9 significant variables identified by LR is the
highest sensitivity in this study. In addition, the sensitivity of LR with input of only 9 or 10 significant
variables identified by LR is higher than that with input of the 15 original variables too. Comparing
sensitivity of LR, CART and RF, the sensitivity of RF with input of nine, eight or six significant variables
identified by LR is higher than LR and CART with input of the same variables, and the sensitivity of
LR with input of ten, seven, five or four significant variables identified by LR is higher than that of RF
and CART with input of the same variables.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of LR, CART and RF with input of significant variables identified by LR.

Table 5 and Figure 3 show that the specificity of CART with input of only 4 to 10 significant
variables identified by LR is higher than that with input of the 15 original variables, and the specificity
of RF is the same. Comparing specificity of LR, CART and RF, the specificity of CART with input of
eight, seven or four significant variables is higher than LR and RF with input of the same variables,
and the specificity of RF with input of ten, nine, six or five significant variables is higher than LR and
CART with input of the same variables.
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Figure 3. Specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of significant variables identified by LR.

3.2.3. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity of LR, CART and RF with Input of Important Variables
Identified by CART

Next, the accuracy of validation datasets of the LR, CART and RF models when the 15 original
variables are replaced by 7 groups of significant variables identified by the CART model and the most
significant 4 to 10 are kept is illustrated in Table 6 and Figure 4. Only the accuracy of RF increases
slightly, and the accuracy of LR and CART all decreases. Moreover, the accuracy of RF is higher than
LR and CART when inputting any group of important variables identified by CART.
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Table 6. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables
identified by CART.

Input Variables LR (%) CART (%) RF (%)

15 original variables
Accuracy 73.07 72.65 73.38
Sensitivity 74.48 72.87 73.82
Specificity 71.79 72.43 72.95

10 important variables by CART
Accuracy 72.76 72.41 73.59
Sensitivity 74.28 70.02 73.54
Specificity 71.40 75.50 73.65

9 important variables by CART
Accuracy 72.86 72.41 73.94
Sensitivity 73.88 70.02 73.33
Specificity 71.92 75.50 74.59

8 important variables by CART
Accuracy 72.56 72.41 73.97
Sensitivity 73.79 70.02 74.54
Specificity 71.93 75.50 73.43

7 important variables by CART
Accuracy 72.48 72.41 73.97
Sensitivity 73.67 70.02 74.54
Specificity 71.39 75.50 73.43

6 important variables by CART
Accuracy 72.34 72.41 73.97
Sensitivity 73.73 70.02 74.54
Specificity 71.09 75.50 73.43

5 important variables by CART
Accuracy 72.34 70.99 73.04
Sensitivity 74.02 72.65 73.50
Specificity 70.87 69.53 72.58

4 important variables by CART
Accuracy 71.51 70.88 72.24
Sensitivity 73.16 71.81 73.89
Specificity 70.20 70.02 70.78Information 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 24 
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Figure 4. Accuracy of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables identified by CART.

Concerning sensitivity, Table 6 and Figure 5 show that the sensitivity of LR, CART and RF with
input of only 4 to 10 important variables identified by CART is lower than that with input of the 15
original variables, with the exception of RF with input of eight, seven, six or four important variables
identified by CART. Comparing sensitivity of LR, CART and RF, the sensitivity of LR with input of
ten, nine or five important variables identified by CART is higher than CART and RF with input of
the same variables, and sensitivity of RF with input of eight, seven, six or four important variables
identified by CART is higher than LR and CART with input of the same variables.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables identified by CART.

As for specificity, it is noted in Table 6 and Figure 6 that the specificity of CART with input of only
6 to 10 important variables identified by CART is 75.5%, which is higher than that with input of the 15
original variables, and is the highest specificity in this study. Comparing specificity of LR, CART and
RF, the specificity of CART with input of ten, nine, eight, seven or six important variables identified by
CART is higher than LR and RF with input of the same variables, and the specificity of RF with input
of five or four important variables identified by CART is higher than LR and CART with input of the
same variables.
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Figure 6. Specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables identified by CART.

3.2.4. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity of LR, CART and RF with Input of Important Variables
Identified by RF

Finally, the accuracy of validation datasets of the LR, CART and RF models when the 15 original
variables are replaced by 7 groups of important variables identified by the RF model and the most
important 4 to 10 are kept is illustrated in Table 7 and Figure 7. It can be seen that the accuracy of the
LR, CART and RF models mostly decrease. Even so, the model developed by RF still is the best one,
with higher accuracy than LR and CART when inputting most groups of important variables.
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Table 7. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables
identified by RF.

Input Variables LR (%) CART (%) RF (%)

15 original variables
Accuracy 73.07 72.65 73.38
Sensitivity 74.48 72.87 73.82
Specificity 71.79 72.43 72.95

10 important variables by RF
Accuracy 73.11 72.93 73.21
Sensitivity 74.54 72.96 72.02
Specificity 71.82 72.91 74.56

9 important variables by RF
Accuracy 72.03 71.58 72.93
Sensitivity 73.50 72.08 74.02
Specificity 70.72 71.09 71.93

8 important variables by RF
Accuracy 72.03 71.58 72.65
Sensitivity 73.53 72.08 73.24
Specificity 70.70 71.09 72.02

7 important variables by RF
Accuracy 71.09 71.96 71.92
Sensitivity 72.51 72.14 73.40
Specificity 69.82 71.78 70.61

6 important variables by RF
Accuracy 71.4 71.96 72.76
Sensitivity 73.03 72.14 74.32
Specificity 69.97 71.76 71.37

5 important variables by RF
Accuracy 70.71 71.58 71.47
Sensitivity 72.19 71.78 72.54
Specificity 69.40 71.38 70.49

4 important variables by RF
Accuracy 69.91 70.85 71.06
Sensitivity 72.07 71.54 71.72
Specificity 68.11 70.19 70.42
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Figure 7. Accuracy of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables identified by RF.

Concerning sensitivity, it is noted in Table 7 and Figure 8 that the sensitivity of LR, CART and RF
with input of only 4 to 10 important variables identified by RF is lower than that with input of the 15
original variables, with the exception of LR and CART with input of 10 important variables, and RF
with input of 9 or 6 important variables. Comparing sensitivity of LR, CART and RF, the sensitivity
of LR with input of ten, eight or four important variables identified by RF is higher than CART and
RF with input of the same variables, and the sensitivity of RF with input of nine, seven, six or five
important variables identified by RF is higher than LR and CART with input of the same variables.
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Figure 8. Sensitivity of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables identified by RF.

As to specificity, it is noted in Table 7 and Figure 9 that the specificity of LR, CART and RF with
input of 10 important variables identified by RF all is higher than that with input of the 15 original
variables. However, the specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of 4 to 9 important variables
identified by RF all is lower than that with input of the 15 original variables. Comparing specificity of
LR, CART and RF, the specificity of CART with input of seven, six or five important variables identified
by RF is higher than LR and RF with input of the same variables, and the specificity of RF with input
of ten, nine, eight or four important variables identified by RF is higher than LR and CART with input
of the same variables.
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Figure 9. Specificity of LR, CART and RF with input of important variables identified by RF.

3.3. Comparing the Influences of Significant and Important Variables on Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity

3.3.1. Accuracy of LR, CART and RF with Input of Significant or Important Variables

In Table 4 it is seen that the accuracy (73.38%) of RF is higher than that of LR and CART when
inputting the 15 original variables. For another analytical point of view, accuracy of different LR, CART
and RF models is shown in Figures 10–12, corresponding to input of different groups of significant
variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART or RF. The accuracy of RF increases
as we reduce the number of significant input variables identified by LR from 10 to 5, and each of
these is higher than that with input of the 15 original variables. In particular, the accuracy (74.43%)
of RF with input of nine significant variables identified by LR is the highest accuracy in this study.
In addition, the accuracy of RF increases as the number of input important variables identified by
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CART decreases from 10 to 6, and all figures are higher than the accuracy of RF with input of the 15
original variables too.
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Figure 10. Accuracy of LR with input of significant or important variables.
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Figure 11. Accuracy of CART with input of significant or important variables.Information 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 24 
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Figure 12. Accuracy of RF with input of significant or important variables.
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This means that the RF model is the most efficient prediction model for accuracy, and inputting
most significant variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART will clearly
promote the accuracy of RF.

3.3.2. Sensitivity of LR, CART and RF with Input of Significant or Important Variables

In Table 4 it is seen that the sensitivity (74.48%) of LR is higher than CART and RF when inputting
the 15 original variables. For another analytical point of view, sensitivity of different LR, CART and RF
models is shown in Figures 13–15, corresponding to input of different groups of significant variables
identified by LR or important variables identified by CART or RF respectively. It is seen that the
sensitivity (75.6%) of RF with input of nine significant variables identified by LR is the highest sensitivity
in this study, and the sensitivity (74.54%) of RF model with input of eight, seven or six important
variables identified by CART is slightly higher than the highest sensitivity (74.48%) when inputting the
15 original variables. In addition, it is seen that the sensitivity of LR model with input of ten or nine
significant variables identified by LR is slightly higher than 74.48% too.

This means that RF and LR models are efficient prediction models for sensitivity, and sensitivity
can be promoted when RF is input some significant variables identified by LR or important variables
identified by CART, and when LR is input some significant variables identified by LR.
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Figure 13. Sensitivity of LR with input of significant or important variables.Information 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 24 
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Figure 14. Sensitivity of CART with input of significant or important variables.
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Figure 15. Sensitivity of RF with input of significant or important variables.

3.3.3. Specificity of LR, CART and RF with Input of Significant or Important Variables

In Table 4 it is seen that the specificity (72.95%) of RF is higher than LR and CART when inputting
the 15 original variables. For another analytical point of view, specificity of different LR, CART and RF
models is shown in Figures 16–18, corresponding to input of different groups of significant variables
identified by LR or important variables identified by CART or RF, respectively. It is seen that the
specificity (75.5%) of CART with input of 6 to 10 important variables identified by CART is the highest
specificity in this study, and the specificity of CART with input of four to eight significant variables
identified by LR is higher than the highest specificity (72.95%) when inputting the 15 original variables.
In addition, it is seen that the specificity of RF with input of four to ten significant variables identified
by LR, six to ten important variables identified by CART or ten important variables identified by RF
are all higher than 72.95%.

This means that CART and RF models are efficient prediction models for specificity. In other
words, if CART is input with either some important variables identified by CART or significant
variables identified by LR, and RF is input with either some significant variables identified by LR or
important variables identified by CART or RF, then their specificity will be promoted.Information 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 24 
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Figure 16. Specificity of LR with input of significant or important variables.
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Figure 17. Specificity of CART with input of significant or important variables.
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Figure 18. Specificity of RF with input of significant or important variables.

3.4. Odds Ratio of Variables Estimated by LR

Beside significances, the output estimated by LR contains odds ratios of variables. An odds ratio
reveals the relative correlation of each value of a given variable with specific severity. For instance,
the odds ratios of the values of variables “major cause” and “action” are listed in Table 8. It is seen
that the odds ratio of “reverse driving” (5.931) is much higher than 1, which means that there is a
strong correlation between “reverse driving” (driving in the direction opposite to the flow of traffic)
and “serious accidents”. On the other hand, the odds ratio of “failure to keep a safe distance” (0.157) is
less than 1, which means that there is strong correlation between “failure to keep a safe distance” and
“minor accidents”. Another example is the variable “action”, where the odds ratio of “overtaking”
(4.810) is higher than 1, meaning that there is a strong correlation between “overtaking” and “serious
accidents”. On the other hand, the odds ratio of “abrupt deceleration” (0.991) is less than 1, it means
that there is a correlation between “abrupt deceleration” and “minor accidents”.
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Table 8. Estimation result of variable “major cause” and “action”.

Variable Value B p-Value Exp(B)

Major cause

1. improper lane change −1.078 0.000 0.340
2. speeding 0.685 0.001 1.984
3. failure to keep a safe distance −1.855 0.000 0.157
4. driving disability −0.034 0.809 0.967
5. failure to pay attention to the front −0.584 0.000 0.557
6. brake failure or tire puncture 0.121 0.298 1.128
7. reverse driving 1.780 0.019 5.931
8. others 0 b 0 0

Action

1. forward 0.164 0.170 1.178
2. left lane change 0.189 0.250 1.208
3. right lane change 0.425 0.008 1.529
4. overtaking 1.571 0.006 4.810
5. abrupt deceleration −0.009 0.956 0.991
6. others 0 b 0 0

Reference base: minor accident. Note: b It indicates that “others” is the reference base for the 2 variables of “major
cause” and “action”.

3.5. Rules Generated by CART

Analyzing the results (with a graphic tree displayed) of the classification trees discovery, the results
of the CART model can be converted into rules [38]. Each terminal node of the tree represents a rule,
with all the splits of the parent nodes being the antecedents and the class of the terminal node being the
consequents. For each terminal node, the rules can be filtered by support, confidence, and lift, where
support is the percentage of the entire data set covered by the rule, confidence is the proportion of the
number of examples which fit the right side (consequent) among those that fit the left side (antecedent),
and lift is a measure of the statistical dependence of the rule.

In each actual road accident case, there are several variables occurring together. In other words,
there are many patterns of variables occurring together in traffic accidents. The pattern of variables
occurring together in traffic accidents is the antecedent of the rule, and the corresponding severity is the
consequent of the rule. The lift of a rule can reveal the tendency of this pattern of variables occurring
together to result in the corresponding severity. There were four rules with high lift (i.e., a value higher
than 1), which are displayed in Table 9.

Table 9. Rules converted from tree graph as the output of CART.

ID Rule S% C% L

Antecedent Consequent

1
Vehicle type = (BS, HT)

Severity = MIN 1.17 85.56 1.72and major cause = (ILC, FKS)
and location = (RP)

2
Vehicle type = (PC, LT)

Severity = MIN 0.95 79.75 1.60and major cause = (ILC)
and speed limit = (60–40)

3
Major cause = (SP, DDA, FPF, BRF, RD, OR) Severity = SER 10.05 86.23 1.72and alcohol use = (DRD, UNK)

4
Major cause = (SP, DDA, FPF, BRF, RD, OR)

Severity = SER 20.90 71.08 1.42and alcohol use = (NDR)
and speed limit = (110, 100, 90–70)
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4. Discussion

Summarizing the empirical results on prediction performance, the four main findings are as
follows. First, regarding accuracy, RF is the most efficient tool for predicting severity among the
above-mentioned three models, and the integrated method in which RF models are input only some
significant variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART improves the accuracy;
the accuracy (74.43%) of RF with input of nine significant variables identified by LR is the highest
accuracy in this study. Second, regarding sensitivity, RF and LR achieve better performance for
predicting severity, and in the integrated method in which RF models are input, only some significant
variables are identified by LR and important variables are identified by CART. When the LR models are
input, only some significant variables identified by LR have better sensitivity; the sensitivity (75.6%)
of RF with input of nine significant variables identified by LR is the highest sensitivity in this study.
Third, regarding specificity, CART and RF achieve better performance for predicting specificity, and in
the integrated method in which CART models are input, only some significant variables are identified
by LR and important variables are identified by CART. When the RF models are input, only significant
variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART or RF have greater specificity;
the specificity (75.5%) of CART with input of six to ten important variables identified by CART is the
highest specificity in this study. Fourth, in general, in the integrated method in which RF models are
input, only some significant variables identified by LR and important variables identified by CART can
simultaneously satisfy the dual purposes of promoting prediction performance (including accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity) and reduce the considerable cost of collecting data in accident research.

Based on the above summary, if the primary concern is overall prediction performance,
the integrated method in which RF models are input with only some significant variables identified
by LR or important variables identified by CART should be selected to pursue higher accuracy.
In addition, if the focus is on serious accident prediction performance, the integrated method in which
RF models are input with only some significant variables identified by LR or important variables
identified by CART, or LR models are input with only some significant variables identified by LR
should be selected to pursue higher sensitivity. Furthermore, if the goal is minor accident prediction
performance, the integrated method in which CART models should be input with only some significant
variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART, or RF models should be input
with only some significant variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART,
or alternatively, RF should be selected to pursue higher specificity. In general, no matter whether the
goal is prediction performance in its entirety, or just serious or minor accidents, the integrated method in
which RF models are input with only some significant variables identified by LR or important variables
identified by CART can simultaneously satisfy the dual purposes of promoting prediction performance
and reducing the considerable cost of collecting data. There are 15 original variables for modeling
road accident severity in this study. By using LR, CART and RF, significant variables or important
variables are identified, and various numbers of significant variables or important variables are taken
as input variables to compare the classification performance of road accident severity. In addition,
the management organization should focus more on the management of issues related to significant
variables or important variables.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the empirical results demonstrate that the accuracy and specificity of RF are higher
than those of LR and CART when the 15 original variables are input, and inputting only some special
significant variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART into RF can promote
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, it can be said that RF is the most effective prediction
model among the three models, which is consistent with the results of previous studies.

On the other hand, the frequent discussion of significant variables identified by LR [4] and
important variables identified by CART [2] or RF [24] in previous studies was focused on the strength of
their relationship with the accident. The influences of significant variables and important variables on
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prediction performance of LR, CART and RF models are evaluated in this study. The results presented
in Section 3 reveal that when the 15 original variables are replaced by some specific significant variables
identified by LR or important variables identified by CART in RF, LR or CART models, the accuracy,
sensitivity or specificity can be improved more significantly than when they are replaced by some
important variables identified by RF. Therefore, it can be said that significant variables identified by
LR and important variables identified by CART can help in generating better prediction performance
of RF, LR and CART models more efficiently than important variables identified by RF.

Based on the above two summaries, the combining of the most effective prediction model (RF)
and significant variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART should achieve
better prediction performance. The above conclusion is confirmed by two results as follows: First,
the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of RF with input of only significant variables identified by LR
or important variables identified by CART can all be promoted. Second, the accuracy (74.43%) and
sensitivity (75.6%) of RF are both at their highest in this study with input of 9 significant variables
identified by LR. In other words, the integrated method in which RF models are input with only
significant variables identified by LR or important variables identified by CART can simultaneously
satisfy the dual purposes of promoting prediction performance and reduce the considerable cost of
collecting data.

Beside the significant variables mentioned above, LR can generate the odds ratio of variables,
which reveals the correlation between each value of a given variable with specific severity, and provides
information to road authorities about preventing accidents [33]. For instance, observing the results,
“reverse driving” strongly tends to be linked to “serious accidents”, and “failure to keep a safe distance”
has a strong correlation with “minor accidents”. It is worth considering corresponding measures to
prevent serious accidents and minor accidents, so as to offer proposals to road authorities. In addition,
beside the important variables mentioned above, CART can generate rules [38] which can help in
preventing accidents. For instance, in this study, when the “vehicle type” is “bus” or “heavy truck
or tractor-trailer”, the “major cause” is “improper lane change” or “failure to keep a safe distance”,
and the “location” is “ramp”, and consequently, the severity strongly tends to be “minor accident”.
In other words, road authorities can adopt effective measures for buses, heavy trucks or tractor-trailers
in order to reduce their improper lane changes and failure to keep a safe distance on ramps, such that
property damage accidents can be reduced.

In this study, significant variables or important variables are identified using LR, CART and RF,
and various numbers of significant variables or important variables are taken as input variables to
compare the classification performance of road accident severity. Exploring the impact of category of
variables on the classification performance is an issue worth studying, and it is suggested as the future
area of investigation.
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Abbreviations

LR logistic regression
CART classification and regression tree
RF random forest
GEN driver gender
AGE driver age
ALC alcohol use
LIC license
VEH vehicle type
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DRI driver occupation
JOU Journey purpose
ACT Action
MAJ Major cause
WEA Weather condition
LIG Light condition
OBS Obstacle
CRA Crash position
LOC Location
SPE Speed limit
Sig by LR Significant variables identified by LR
Imp by CART Important variables identified by CART
Imp by RF Important variables identified by RF
S% support%
C% confident%
L lift
MIN minor accident
SER serious accident
BS bus
HT heavy truck or tractor-trailer
ILC improper lane change
FKS failure to keep a safe distance
RP ramp
PC passenger car
LT light truck
60–40 60–40 km/h
SP speeding
DDA driving disability
FPF failure to pay attention to the front
BRF brake failure or tire puncture
RD reverse driving
OR others
DRD drunken driving
UNK unknown
NDR non-drunken driving
110 110 km/h
100 100 km/h
90–70 90–70 km/h
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